Experience
SHOPIFY | Early 2020 - Present
Product Designer

PRODUCT DESIGNER

estellechung.com
estellechung333@gmail.com
linkedin.com/estelle-chung
SKILLS
DESIGN
Wireframing, prototyping,
information architecture,
interaction design, product
thinking/strategy, visual
detailed design, usability
studies

TECHNICAL

Adobe CC, Figma, Framer,
Invision, Java and Python,
C/C++, HTML/CSS with JS,
LAMP stack, Git and Unix,
MIPS/ARM, Unity 3D and
Blender

E D U C AT I O N
WESTERN UNIVERSITY
c - Computer Science

BS

(graduated with 3.9 GPA)

Western Scholarship of
Excellence | Dean’s Honour
List | Laurene Paterson
Estate Scholarship |
Lorraine Ivey Shuttleworth
Continuing Award

Championing the design for exploratory concept cars for inventory
and product bundles to inform the product direction of Shopify
Designed a new mobile-first inventory history feature launched to
over 2 million Shopify businesses - improving usability for merchant
Effectively communicating ideas, detailed design, and design
rationale both verbally and visually to direct the larger tea
Working alongside development teams to ensure designs are
implemented accurately and meet accessibility standards

NEUTRAL | 2020

Design Lead & Co-Founder

Co-founded and led the design for browser extension startup to enable
users to shop sustainably by understanding their carbon footprin
Made informed product and design decisions based on user researc
Won the Moonshot award for most innovating and aspirational project
at Treehacks 2020 at Stanford Universit
Awarded a position for Mozilla’s Fix-the-Internet incubator and $30,000

WOMEN IN TECHNOLOGY SOCIETY | 2018 - 2020
Vice President of Design

Led a team in branding SheHacks and established a brand image to
generate growth from a small hackathon to Canada’s largest allfemale 24-hr hackathon
Launched the website for SheHacks IV, as the sole developer and
designer, receiving over 2,000 unique weekly visitors
Created assets for the marketing campaign, causing a 130% increase
in applicants

WESTERN UNIVERSITY | 2019 - 2020
Full-Stack Developer

Developed a web platform to store sensor readings gathered from
the Engineering department at Western University

TD BANK | Summer 2019

UI/UX Design Intern
Conceptualized and designed TD’s student budget calculator, which
became a live product available to all students in North Americ
Iterated on the calculator by conducting testing with 100+ students
Translated research, user interviews, and personas into features for a
payments mobile app for peer to peer money transfers

